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Access to compressed air more convenient 
and cost-effective than ever before 

 
 
The new Contain-Air solution from FPS Air Compressors will transform the way companies gain quick 

and economic access to compressed air systems. As a turnkey product, the ground-breaking 

Contain-Air portable compressed air room arrives on-site pre-installed and ready to use, providing 

unparalleled convenience, cost reductions and space savings to boost the competitiveness of UK 

businesses. 

 

Adopting Contain-Air avoids the complex installation, high costs and considerable space demands 

associated with conventional compressed air systems. This exciting innovation overcomes these 

challenges by delivering a complete solution that streamlines the entire installation and 

commissioning process.  

 

By integrating all components into one compact unit, the new containerised solution reduces the 

need for on-site assembly and minimises the risk of errors. Factories, food plants, hospitals and 

scientific research facilities - or any other site with a requirement for compressed air - can begin 

using Contain-Air immediately upon delivery thanks to connect-and-go functionality. This quiet and 

efficient system requires only power and connection to the air network to get started, ensuring 

seamless integration into existing infrastructure. Businesses can instead focus on core operations 

without the hassle of complex set-up procedures, knowing that they are compliant and efficient. 

 

The complete compressed air station includes all the air treatment necessary to meet the demands 

of any air quality standard: industrial, food production, medical, scientific instrument, breathing air 

and more. As well as new installations, the system will suit companies experiencing a compressed air 

bottleneck or unexpected compressor downtime. The convenient Contain-Air ensures users can take 

advantage of resource-conserving production, process reliability and quality – in double-quick time. 
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Available in oil-free and lubricated formats, this compressed air cube offers working pressure of 6 to 

400 bar, capacity from 1500 to 20,000 l/min and installed power from 11 to 160 kW. Notably, the 

compact dimensions of Contain-Air minimise the physical footprint required, which is particularly 

advantageous for businesses with limited space. Firms can optimise their facility layout without 

compromising any essential equipment. 

 

Each self-contained unit features lighting, excellent service access, heating and ventilation. These 

weather-proof and extremely durable units also provide maximum security and safety for site 

personnel. 

 

As a market leader in compressed air solutions, FPS Air Compressors offers innovative solutions that 

address evolving industry requirements. Contain-Air mirrors this commitment, delivering a product 

that fuses advanced technology with practicality to set a new benchmark in compressed air system 

convenience. 

 

For detailed information on the new Contain-Air solution please visit: 

www.fps-compressors.co.uk/contain-air  

 

Further information is available from: 

FPS Air Compressors Ltd, Unit 5, Tower Estate, Warpsgrove Lane, Chalgrove Oxfordshire OX44 7XZ  

Telephone: 01865 892 620                      e-mail: sales@fps-compressors.co.uk 

www.fps-compressors.co.uk/contain-air   
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General Information 
 
Supplier:     FPS Air Compressors Ltd 
 
Press or publishing inquiries to: Steve Lloyd 
      Enterprise Marketing Services Ltd 

36 Westmead Road, Barton under Needwood, 
Burton on Trent, DE13 8JR, UK 
Tel: +44 (0) 1283 713185 
E-mail: stevelloyd@enterprise-marketing.co.uk  
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Contain-Air from FPS Air Compressors Ltd arrives on-site pre-installed and ready 
to use providing economic access to compressed air systems. 

Download high resolution 300dpi image 

Download low resolution 72dpi image 
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Contain-Air avoids the complex installation, high costs and considerable space 
demands associated with conventional compressed air systems. 
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Download low resolution 72dpi image 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Contain-Air includes all the air treatment necessary to meet the demands of any 
air quality standard: industrial, food production, medical, scientific instrument, 
breathing air and more. 
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